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The Story of Robin Hood Coloring Book
Recounts the life and adventures of Robin Hood, who, with his band of followers,
lived in Sherwood Forest as an outlaw dedicated to fighting tyranny.

Robin Hood
Some Merry Adventures of Robin Hood, of Great Renown in
Nottinghamshire
There's two sides to every story . . . this time it's Robin Hood and Maid Marian like
you've never seen them before.

Reading Planet - Robin Hood - Green: Galaxy
Using a unique blend of text, collage, and comic art, this social commentary
written in graphic novel format analyzes the continuity between the myth of Robin
Hood and the occurrence of social uprisings among peasants. In addition, the book
explores the mysteries, factual evidence, and trajectory that led to centuries of
village festivals, songs, films, and cult television shows about the mythical hero
who robbed from the rich and gave to the poor. Featuring a collage of various
artistic renderings of Robin Hood over the past seven centuries, the comic portion
presents a distinct perspective of the folk hero. Furthermore, the book reveals a
largely unknown and unconsidered environmental side of Robin Hood, and touches
on ecological wholeness that, for the most part, is absent in the mythos.
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Robin Hood
Robin Hood
Robin Hood's garland. Wanting all before sig. A 3
Robin Hood and his band of Merry Men live the life of outlaws - stealing from the
rich to feed the poor. Together, they fight to end the cruel reign of Prince John and
bring peace to England. This exciting tale has been retold and adapted with new
illustrations, making it perfect for younger readers aged 4+.

Robin Hood One Who Looked Good in Green
These essays explore the Robin Hood legend in performance from three
perspectives: its Tudor social and theatrical context, its adaptations and analogues
in other cultures and its later history in theatre and film.

Playing Robin Hood
Virgilius. Robin Hood. George a Green. Tom a Lincolne
One of the world's foremost authorities on the only mythical person in the
Dictionary of National Biography delves deeply into the Robin Hood story, probing
ballads, epitaphs on old gravestones, and Disney films in search of the man behind
the legend. (Mythology & Folklore)

Robin Hood in Popular Culture
Robin Hood
Galaxy reading books are a wonderful collection of fiction, non-fiction, poetry and
plays to capture the interest of every child, helping to develop a life-long love of
reading. "You?ve been taking from poor people for too long!" cries Robin Hood as
he defends a poor old man from the greed of the Sheriff of Nottingham. Join brave
Robin Hood and he leads his enemy on an exciting chase through the forest. Will
the Sheriff catch him, or will Robin's friends come to his rescue? Reading age: 5-6
years

Robin Hood, Prince of Thieves
Studies of varied aspects of Robin Hood legends and associated topics: the
greenwood, archery, outlawry, and 20c response to the legends.

Virgilius. Robin Hood. George A Green. Tom A Lincolne
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Introduction / Lois Potter and Joshua Calhoun -- Part I: Medieval -- Origins and
others -- Robin Hood: the earliest contexts / Stephen Knight -- The outlaw's song of
Trailbaston, the Green man, and the facial machine / Stuart Kane -- Reynardine and
Robin Hood: echoes of an outlaw legend in folk balladry / Stephen D. Winick -Picturing Robin Hood in early print and performance: 1500-1590 / John Marshall -Image and society -- "Merry" and "Greenwood": a history of some meanings / Helen
Phillips -- The late medieval Robin Hood: good yeomanry and bad performances /
Kimberly A. Thompson -- "From the Castle Hill they came with violence": the
Edinburgh Robin Hood riots of 1561 / Michael Wheare -- Part II: Post medieval -Image and word -- The work of Robin Hood art in an age of mechanical
reproduction / Henry Griffy -- Robin Hood's home away from home: Howard Pyle
and his art students / Jill May -- Word and image -- "There was something about
that spoke of other things than rags and tatters": Howard Pyle and the language of
Robin Hood / Alan T. Gaylord -- The play's the thing: Tom Sawyer re-enacts Robin
Hood / Patricia Lee Yongue -- "A song of freedom": Geoffrey Trease's Bows against
the barons / Michael R. Evans -- Picturing Marian: illustrations of Maid Marian in
juvenile fiction / Sherron Lux -- Image and performance -- Male cross-dressing in
Kabuki: Benten the thief / Yoshiko Uéno -- Figures of "Robin Hood" in the Chinese
cultural imaginary / Jianguo Chen -- The images of Robin Hood and Don Juan in
George Bernard Shaw's Man and superman / Judy B. McInnis -- To steal from the
rich and give to the poor: Reginald de Koven's Robin Hood / Orly Leah Krasner -Recovering Reginald de Koven's and Harry Bache Smith's "Lost" operetta Maid
Marian / Lorraine Kochanske Stock.

The English Archer, or Robin Hood's Garland. The editor's
preface signed: S- M-.
Escape to Sherwood Forest to meet the heroic outlaw. Forty-four illustrations to
color, accompanied by captions, depict dramatic scenes from the story of Robin
Hood and his merry men.

The Adventures of Robin Hood
The Adventures of Robin Hood (Illustrated Edition)
An exciting new story in the Twice Upon a Time series from Wendy Mass!

Rudder Grange
Robin Hood's Garland, etc
Bulletin
Images of Robin Hood
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Stories of Robin Hood & His Merry Outlaws
"Feared by the bad, loved by the good" goes the song about Robin Hood, but in the
case of Albert Ross, the distinction is not quite so clear-cut. For Albert is a coward,
transferring his allegiance from Merry Men to Sheriff and back again at the drop of
a hat - or rather, at the point of a sword. All of which lands Albert, his wife, Robin
and Maid Marian in some very awkward situations2 women, 7 men

Robin Hood
The Merry Adventures of Robin Hood
Retells the story of Robin of Locksley, who became an outlaw in order to protect
the poor from the evil Sheriff of Nottingham

Robin Hood, the One Who Looked Good in Green (Twice Upon a
Time #4)
The Merry Adventures of Robin Hood by Howard Pyle. The Merry Adventures of
Robin Hood of Great Renown in Nottinghamshire is an 1883 novel by the American
illustrator and writer Howard Pyle. Consisting of a series of episodes in the story of
the English outlaw Robin Hood and his band of Merry Men, the novel compiles
traditional material into a coherent narrative in a colorful, invented "old English"
idiom that preserves some flavor of the ballads, and adapts it for children. The plot
follows Robin Hood as he becomes an outlaw after a conflict with foresters and
through his many adventures and runs with the law. Each chapter tells a different
tale of Robin as he recruits Merry Men, resists the authorities, and aids his fellow
man. The popular stories of Little John defeating Robin in a fight with staffs, of
Robin's besting at the hands of Friar Tuck, and of his collusion with Allan-a-Dale all
appear.

ROBIN HOOD
New and original grand Christmas comic pantomime, Robin
Hood 14th edition
Robin Hood
Join Robin Hood and his outlaw band in their thrilling escapades - but can they
outfox the wily, ruthless Sheriff of Nottingham? Stunning DK photographs combine
with evocative illustrations and engaging, age-appropriate stories in Classic
Readers, a multi-level reading programme guaranteed to capture children's
interest while developing their reading skills and knowledge of the great stories of
the world.
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Robin Hood
Kevin Costner is Robin Hood, Prince of Thieves
JAICO ILLUSTARTED CLASSICS SERIES is a collection of beloved children’s classics
read by generations all over the world. Rich with adventures and thrills, these
immortal stories with vivid illustrations are designed to delight young readers.
ROBIN HOOD, champion of the poor and oppressed, stands against the cruel power
of Prince John and the brutal Sheriff of Nottingham. Whilst fleeing from retribution,
Robin finds himself hiding out in Sherwood Forest where he meets a lively group of
characters, each having their own story to be told. Thereupon, the adventures of
Robin Hood, his right-hand Little John, Friar Tuck, the cunning Tinker and the other
Merry Men have begun.With his band of men, he remains determined to outwit his
enemies. HOWARD PYLE was an American illustrator and writer, primarily of books
for young audiences.

The Anatomy of Melancholy
"It is no very easy matter for an author to condense his own work into so small a
space as one-half or one-third of its original magnitude. I have considered it better
to rearrange fragmentary portions of the original story into another form of
narrative, I have presented only the direct adventures of Robin Hood and of certain
important members of his band. I have given a couple of chapters relating to their
quarrel with the Sheriff of Nottingham; I have introduced Robin Hood to the Court
at London and have brought King Richard of the Lion's Heart into the Forest of
Sherwood." -- Preface.

Robin Hood's Garland. Eighteenth edition
Chronicles the life and adventures of Robin Hood, who, with his band of followers,
lived in Sherwood Forest as an outlaw dedicated to fight against tyranny.

Robin Hood: People's Outlaw and Forest Hero
The Adventures of Robin Hood
Tells the inside story of the 1991 movie, including interviews with its stars -- Kevin
Costner, Morgan Freeman, Christian Slater, Alan Rickman, Mary Elizabeth
Mastrantonio, and Geraldine McEwan -- and the director, Kevin Reynolds, as well as
historical information about the legendary Robin Hood.

Early English Prose Romances: Virgilius. Robin Hood. George a
Green. Tom a Lincolne
The classic story of social justice and outrageous cunning. Robin Hood, champion
of the poor and oppressed, stands against the cruel power of Prince John and the
brutal Sheriff of Nottingham. Taking refuge in the vast Sherwood Forest with his
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band of men, he remains determined to outwit his enemies. Brilliantly introduced
by bestselling author John Boyne.

The Vicar of Wakefield
The child's own book. Illustrated The ninth edition. Revised
and corrected, with original tales translated from the German
In a time when laws were unfair and the poor were left to starve, Robin Hood was a
friend to those in need. Ann McGovern1s retelling of this classic tale transports
young readers to an era of adventure and heroism.

Robin Hood
Joseph McSpadden has collected these tales from a variety of hidden sources and
updated their language for the contemporary reader. While they are not
necessarily original, he admits, the originality comes in the telling and not simply
the story.

Robin Hood of Sherwood Forest
Robin Hood and His Merry Men
Robin Hood is a legendary heroic outlaw originally depicted in English folklore and
subsequently featured in literature and film. According to legend, he was a highly
skilled archer and swordsman. In some versions of the legend, he is depicted as
being of noble birth and said to have robbed from the rich and given to the poor.
So come along on this fantastic adventure and relive the life of the most
controversial figure and his band of merry men. This meticulously edited collection
is formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents: How
Robin Hood Came to Be an Outlaw Robin Hood and Tinker The Shooting Match at
Nottingham Town Will Stutely Rescued by His Companions Robin Hood Turns
Butcher Little John Goes to Nottingham Fair How Little John Lived at the Sheriff's
Little John and the Tanner of Blyth Robin Hood and Will Scarlett The Adventure with
Midge the Miller's Son Robin Hood and Allan a Dale Robin Hood Seeks the Curtal
Friar Robin Hood Compasses a Marriage Robin Hood Aids a Sorrowful Knight How
Sir Richard of the Lea Paid His Debt Little John Turns Barefoot Friar Robin Hood
Turns Beggar Robin Hood Shoots Before Queen Eleanor The Chase of Robin Hood
Robin Hood and Guy of Gisbourne King Richard Comes to Sherwood Forest
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